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ST PAUL’S CHURCH, COVENT GARDEN
GAS LAMPS

The Gas Lamps were installed in 1870.
Paint samples were taken from four of them to find out how they
were painted originally, and how they have been treated since.
NOTE An initial report was produced in April 2020 [Report C534].
Further samples were taken in October 2020 and this revised report was produced.

The list of samples and the examination procedure are given on p.7

__________________________________________________________________________________
C. Hassall, Paint Analysis
5, Patshull Road, London NW5 2JX

Revised report no.C598
November 2020
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Original decoration in 1870
The iron was primed with a mixture of red lead and a few particles of lead white and then the lamps
were painted an off-white, or pale stone-coloured oil paint, mixed from lead white and a few particles
of carbon black [see Sample P8, p.4]
The pale colour may have been chosen to match the stone on which the lamps were set. By the end of
the nineteenth century this choice of colour was uncommon, but from the eighteenth, through to the
mid nineteenth century, a stone colour was frequently chosen for urban railings and other ironwork
associated with buildings, such as balconies and gates.
This scheme was only found in samples from the posts [found in Samples A6, A10, A11, A12, B3,
P1, P2, P3, P8, P9, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q8 & Q10]. It was missing in samples taken from the lamps
themselves.

Schemes two to five
The original stone colour was not repeated, and the next four times that the lamps were decorated,
they were painted black, mostly over a grey undercoat.
These four schemes were only found in samples from the posts. They was missing in samples taken
from the lamps themselves.

Work carried out on the lamps [in circa 1900?]
The ironwork of the posts was partly stripped, because only a few of the paint samples taken still had
the first five paint scheme.
The lamps themselves may also have been stripped, but if so it was very thorough, because no trace of
the earliest five schemes was found. It may be that structural work was carried out on the lamps
and on the ladder bar.

first five paint
schemes not
found on this part
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The sixth paint scheme, which was found on the lamps as well as on the posts, consisted of a pink
priming of lead white mixed with red lead, followed by a darker pink undercoat of lead white, red
ochre and red lead, and finally a black top coat [see Sample P8, p.4].
No evidence of any gilding was found.
It is interesting that this distinctive black scheme, applied over pink undercoats, was the first paint
found in samples taken from the church yard railings [see Sample R.2, p.6]
This suggests that the work carried out on the
lamps coincided with installation of the cast
iron churchyard railings.

Decoration up to the Second World War
The seventh decoration was a repeat of the sixth: black over pink undercoat containing red lead. In the
ross-sections the sixth and seventh schemes, with their pink undercoats are easy to pick out.
The blacks were followed by a series of very dark ‘bronze’ greens that took the lamps through the
first half of the twentieth century.
The dark greens were replaced by a bright green mixed from Prussian blue and chrome yellow and
then there was a return to black. That black scheme was probably in place through the Second World
War, as it was very badly cracked and degraded by the time it was painted over.

Decoration since the Second World War
The ironwork was sanded down, given two coats of red iron oxide primer and then the lamps were
painted black over a red/brown iron oxide primer.
The black scheme was repeated, this time over a bright red iron oxide primer
The most recent scheme involved a white undercoat based on titanium dioxide white and a dark blue
top coat.
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SAMPLE P1
Lamp GL1
Base of post

present blue

dark green on red
primer
black on red primer
mid C20th bright green
x2 lots of dark green
green over grey
black on pink undercoat
(6) - black on pink undercoats

(2-5)

4 lots of black

(1)

original off-white

SAMPLE P8
Lamp GL1 – top of post
Recent layers missing, but
A good example of the early layers

black on pink undercoat
(6) black on pink undercoats

(2-5)

four lots of black

(1) original off-white

Detail of original off-white
off-white

red lead primer

post-WW2
schemes
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SAMPLE P9
Top of post
Fragment without recent layers
Comparing this with Sample Q6
below, from the ladder bar, we
can see that it has five extra paint
schemes.

5 sets of paint
layers that are not
present in Q6

Detail of original off-white

showing dirt layer on
the surface of the
off-white

SAMPLE Q6
Lamp GL4 - Ladder bar
The sequence starts with the
two black schemes over pink
undercoats
The first five paint schemes
are missing [Compare with P9 above]

fragment of
iron

two lots of black
over pink
undercoats
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SAMPLE R2
Church yard railings - post
Fragment (i)
Upper layers
These railings have been painted
more frequently than the lamps in
recent years, but the early layers
are the same

Fragment (ii)
Lower layers

pre-WW2
black schemes based
on lead white

two lots of black over
pink undercoats

black over white,
equivalent of blue on
lamps
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SAMPLE LOCATIONS

A16

Lamp GL7 – closest to church on north side of
crescent [A]

A17
A1
A2

A3

A5

A4
A6
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9

lamp case
scrolls supporting lamp case
top of capital
ionic scroll on capital
flower on capital
decoration below flower
body of capital
base of capital
leaf at top of column

A15

column

A7

A8
A9
A15

A10

A11

A13
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15

moulding at top of base
below 10
decoration at front of base
leaf scroll at side of base
lower vertical part of base
column

A16
A17

coronet
bottom edge of lamp top

A12

A14
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Lamp GL6 – north side of path
B3
B4
B5
B6

top of capital, same as A3
scroll on capital, same as A4
flower on capital, same as A5
motif below flower, same as A6

B9
B12

leaf at top of column, same as A9
motif in centre of base, same as A12

B12

B16
B17
B18

B16

B17

B3

B5

B4
B18

B6
B9

frame of lamp case
post supporting top of case
bar for ladder
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Gas lamp GL1 [P]
South side of crescent in front of church
P11

P1-P12

P12
P3

P2

P6

P4

P7

P1
P8

P5
P10
P9
Gas Lamp GL4 [Q]
South side of avenue,
westernmost lamp

Q11
Q12

Q13

Q5

Q4

Q3

Q2
Q1

Q14
Q7
Q6

Q8
Q9
Q10
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Church Yard Gate & railings
R1
R2

finial
post

R1

R2

Examination procedure
The samples were examined under low magnification and then the pieces were mounted in coldsetting polyester resin to be cut and polished as cross-sections. The sections were compared and then
material from the coloured layers was dispersed on glass slides and the pigments identified using a
polarising light microscope. A chemical test for lead was carried out on key cross-sections.

